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Oliver Meyer* and Do Coyle

Pluriliteracies Teaching for Learning:
conceptualizing progression for deeper
learning in literacies development

https://doi.org/10.1515/eujal-2017-0006

Abstract: Pluriliteracies Teaching for Learning (PTL) constitutes a relatively re-
cent development in Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL). This
approach has been developed by a group of international experts (The Graz
Group) in order to model and provide pathways for deeper learning across
languages, disciplines and cultures by focusing on the development of disciplin-
ary or subject specific literacies. We argue that deeper learning – defined as the
successful internalization of conceptual content knowledge and the automatiza-
tion of subject specific procedures, skills and strategies – rests on learners’
acquisition of disciplinary literacies. We posit that disciplinary literacies in turn
only develop when learners actively engage in subject specific ways of construct-
ing knowledge and when they are taught how to language their understanding
appropriately and in an increasingly complex and subject appropriate manner. In
this article, we will describe the theoretical underpinnings that inform our model
to show how an understanding of the two key processes of deeper learning will
aid to the conceptualization of learner progression in pluriliteracies development.

Zusammenfassung: Pluriliterales Lernen ist ein neuer didaktisch-methodischer
Ansatz für den bilingualen Unterricht. Dieses Konzept wurde von einer internatio-
nalen Expertengruppe entwickelt (Graz Group), um vertiefte Lernprozesse über
Sprachen- und Fächergrenzen hinweg zu initiieren. Vertieftes Lernen beinhaltet
sowohl die Internalisierung von Konzeptwissen als auch die Automatisierung von
Fertigkeiten und Strategien und führt zur Entwicklung von Sachfachliteralität.
Die Entwicklung von Sachfachliteralität ist an fachspezifische Methoden der
Wissenskonstruktion und -kommunikation gekoppelt. Pluriliterales Lernen för-
dert die Sachfachliteralität in mehreren Sprachen und befähigt Lerner, ihr Wissen
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adäquat zu versprachlichen und sich an zunehmend komplexen Fachdiskursen
erfolgreich zu beteiligen. In diesem Artikel sollen die Prozesse und Theorien, die
unserem Ansatz zugrunde liegen, vorgestellt und näher erläutert werden um zu
zeigen, wie sich sachfachliche Lernprogressionen denken, entwickeln und er-
forschen lassen.

Introduction

The Pluriliteracies Approach to Teaching for Learning is an ongoing development
that attempts to address a number of conceptual shortcoming in Content and
Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) as identified by practitioners, curriculum
planner and researchers. In particular, there are wide variations in the meaning
and nature of integration (Nikula et al. 2016) and its conceptual and practical
implications for CLIL, which we believe result in:
– deficits in academic language use, in the knowledge and mastery of academic

forms of communication and of writing in particular (Vollmer 2008)
– a notable absence of cognitive discourse functions in CLIL classrooms such

as ‘defining’, ‘explaining’, ‘hypothesising’ or ‘predicting’ (Dalton-Puffer
2007, 2015)

We have argued before that findings such as these strongly suggest that adopting
a CLIL approach does not automatically lead to effective learning and increased
subject-specific performance. Moreover, we propose that a general lack of aware-
ness and subsequent limited focus on academic literacies may promote surface
learning, “where new knowledge is arbitrarily and non-substantively incorpo-
rated into cognitive structure” (Novak 2002: 549). In these situations, it is believed
that surface learning mitigates against deeper learning “where the learner
chooses conscientiously to integrate new knowledge to knowledge that the lear-
ner already possesses” (ibid.) and which involves “substantive, non-arbitrary
incorporations of concepts into cognitive structure” (ibid.) and may eventually
lead to the development of transferable skills. Following Mohan (2010), Llinares,
Morton & Whittaker (2012), and Rose & Martin (2012) our approach is based on a
revised understanding of language and its role in learning where language is seen

... as a means for learning about the world. It models learning as a process of making
meaning, and language learning as building one’s meaning potential to make meaning in
particular contexts. Knowledge is viewed as meaning, a resource for understanding and
acting on the world. (Mohan et al., 2010, p. 221)
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Such a focus on meaning-making potential has far-reaching consequences not
only for CLIL, but for learning in general, both on a conceptual as well as a
practical level. It prioritises the development of subject specific literacies i. e. the
ability to actively demonstrate and express understanding in a wide variety of
subject specific modes, as fundamental for effective learning and as such a
primary objective for education.

The Pluriliteracies Model maps learner progression along an idealized knowl-
edge pathway into a discipline (Veel 1997). It illustrates how teachers can mentor
the acquisition of subject specific literacies by empowering students to make
connections between the conceptualizing continuum and the communicating
continuum of learning. These connections are essential for individuals to become
expert meaning makers in all dimensions of subject learning, i. e. taking science
as an example “doing science”, “organizing science”, “explaining science” and
“arguing science” and their associated genres (Coffin 2006, Polias 2016).

In this article, we would like to describe the theoretical underpinnings that
inform our Pluriliteracies Model. First we will present a definition of deeper
learning and show how that concept is related to the acquisition of subject
specific literacies. Second, we will describe the two main processes that drive
deeper learning, i.  e. the internalisation of conceptual knowledge and the acquisi-
tion of relevant skills via automatization and practice. This will lead us to position
learner strategies at the interface of teaching and learning which allows teachers
to mentor and scaffold the process of literacies learning.

In the final section, we will briefly present the outline of an evolving, multi-
dimensional construct of learner progression. This is based on a revised under-
standing of the theoretical underpinnings of deeper learning which will be
discussed in the following sections of this article.

I Situating Pluriliteracies Teaching for Learning

I.1 Deeper Learning

Deeper learning has been defined as “the process through which an individual
becomes capable of taking what was learned in one situation and applying it to
new situation (i. e. transfer)” (National Research Council (2012): SUM-4). After a
comprehensive review of available research, Hilton and Pellegrino (2012) empha-
size that the process of deeper learning and the resulting competencies are
structured “around fundamental principles of the content area and their relation-
ships, rather than disparate, superficial facts or procedures.” (ibid.) They con-
clude that transfer of learning, or, more specifically, “specific transfer of general
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principles” (ibid. 4–3) is dependent on “the way in which the individual and the
community structures and organizes the intertwined knowledge and skills.” (ibid.
SUM-5)

In other words, it is through mastering subject specific ways of generating
and communicating knowledge (i. e. subject specific literacies) that individuals
develop transferable knowledge in what Hilton & Pellegrino have coined as 21st

century skills and competencies. Therefore, for deeper learning to be successful,
it has to be “situated within, and emerges from, the practices in different settings
and communities [...] with their own cultures, languages, tools and modes of
discourse” (ibid. 4–4). However, we would argue that while deeper learning and
subject literacies are clearly interdependent, deeper learning will not be the
automatic by-product of subject teaching and learning. Students will only suc-
cessfully master subject specific literacies in an environment that focuses on
building learners’ meaning-making potential by enabling them to actively de-
monstrate their understanding, primarily through the adequate use of appropri-
ate language. This stance will be further explored.

I.2 Subject Specific Literacies

Recently, Shanahan and Shanahan (2008, 2012) have conceptualized literacy
development as the process of moving from basic to intermediary to disciplinary
literacies (figure 1).

Figure 1: The Increasing Specialization of Literacy Development (based on Shanahan &
Shanahan 2008)
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Like Hilton & Pellegrino (2012), Shanahan & Shanahan challenge the widely-held
assumption that knowledge can be accessed and built through a set of general-
ized study skills, that learning any kind of text is quasi-independent of the under-
lying subject matter and that basic readings skills automatically evolve into more
advanced skills. Instead, they make the case for teaching disciplinary literacies
that address the profound differences in the language used to construct and
communicate specific subject knowledge and in the ways different disciplines
read and approach texts.

Work on disciplinary literacy is rapidly emerging, especially in the US (Dobbs
et. al. 2016, Fang & Coatham 2013, Gillis 2014, Hetton & Shanahan 2012, Schleppe-
grell 2008, Weinburgh & Silva (2012). A similar focus on disciplinary literacy can
also be observed in current European publications. Beacco et al. (2015) have taken
the concept of scientific literacy and applied it to a school context arguing for a
generalized notion of literacy for all subjects as an indicator of quality education
in general (ibid. 26) and, more specifically, to describe the broader goals of
subject discipline education. Scientific literacy, for example, has been defined as
an

“evolving combination of the science-related attitudes, skills, and knowledge students need
in order to develop inquiry, problem-solving, and decision-making abilities, to become
lifelong learners, and to maintain a sense of wonder about the world around them.” (Council
of Ministers of Education, Canada, 1997:4))

According to Beacco et al., subject literacy consists of six dimensions which are
interdependent and build on one another (figure 2):
1. processing and acquiring subject knowledge and in-depth understanding of

texts that deal with subject-matter issues.
2. negotiating the meaning of new knowledge items in relation to already

existing ones.
3. Reflecting on how a new insight developed and was acquired.
4. Considering the validity and use of knowledge, applying it to other/new

contexts.
5. Preparing for and participating in socio-scientific debates and the relevant

discourses outside of school.
6. Questioning critically the meaning and scope of rules or conventions, gener-

alizing the acquired procedural knowledge and skills (as part of one’s general
education). (Beacco et al. 2015: 27)
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Figure 2: The six Dimensions of subject literacy (based on Beacco et al. 2015: 27); visual was
created by the author

This raises the question of how progressions along knowledge pathways in the
disciplines can be mapped in order to mentor learners’ acquisition of subject
specific literacies in all its six dimensions.

Building on the work of The New London Group (1996), Hornberger (2003),
Garcia et al. (2007), the Graz Group has developed a Pluriliteracies Approach to
Teaching for Learning which promotes subject literacy development in more than
one language as a key to deeper learning and the development of transferable
skills. This approach focuses on helping learners become literate in content
subjects and to empower them to successfully and appropriately communicate
that knowledge across disciplines, cultures and languages in a wide variety of
modes in order to become creative and responsible global citizens (Meyer et al.
2015).

In the following, we posit that subject learning consists of two distinguish-
able but interrelated building blocks: knowledge building and knowledge shar-
ing/communication. We believe that the most relevant process for the latter is the
automatization of relevant skills via a wide range of balanced practice activities.
The former is guided by the internalization of conceptual knowledge. Both pro-
cesses are triggered by the use of learner strategies.
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II Theoretical underpinnings of literacies learning

II.1 The Pluriliteracies Model

Figure 3: The Graz Group Pluriliteracies Model (Meyer et al. 2015)

Our model serves several purposes: First, it helps identify the main components
of subject literacies as both knowledge construction as well as knowledge sharing
(figure 3).In order to build knowledge, learners need to use strategies and skills to
transform facts and observations into conceptual knowledge following subject
specific procedures. To communicate their knowledge, learners have to success-
fully identify the purpose and their audience and make corresponding choices
regarding mode, genre and style of their message. Second, our model stresses the
need for learners to actively explore the connections between the two continua
when engaging in the prototypical activities of knowledge building within a
subject (i. e. doing science, organizing science, explaining science and arguing
science). As has already been stated, in our model, deeper learning requires
learners to create links between the conceptual and the communicative conti-
nuum in increasingly more sophisticated ways. In other words, progress becomes
evident as novices increase their meaning-making potential by moving outwards
along the continuum alongside an ability to verbalize their increasingly complex
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conceptual understanding adequately in the appropriate language. This articula-
tion demonstrates improved command of subject specific skills and strategies.

Consequently, to apprentice learners into the subjects of schooling, practi-
tioners need to be familiar with the two key mechanism of deeper learning: skill
acquisition and the internalization of conceptual knowledge both of which are
governed by a wide array of learner strategies.

II.2 Internalization of Conceptual Knowledge

Concepts are “perceived regularities in events or objects, or records of events or
objects designated by a label” (Novak: 550). They are hierarchically structured
and represent the building blocks of organized knowledge. Concepts are the
foundation of propositions or units of meaning constructed in cognitive structure
(figure 4):

Figure 4: Concept map (taken from Novak 2002)

According to Novak, meaning-making proceeds, “when a new regularity is per-
ceived [...] leading to concept formation and/or the construction of new proposi-
tions (ibid.: 550). There are a number of epistemological elements which all
interact with each other throughout processes involved in constructing new
knowledge or meanings (figure 5).
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Figure 5: Gowin’s Vee: The 12 epistemological elements operating in the construction of knowl-
edge. http://customerthink.com/the-focus-question/

In a similar vein, Lantolf holds that “scientific concepts are the foundation of
the process of developmental education... concepts are relevant for the forma-
tion of consciousness because they shape how we perceive, understand, and
act in and on the world.” (Lantolf & Poehner 2014: 59). Understanding and
knowing requires the successful internalization of conceptual knowledge which
follows three phases from understanding to abstraction to transfer (Lantolf
2014).

Theories about the formation of conceptual knowledge have significantly
impacted the development of our Pluriliteracies Model, our understanding of the
nature of ‘content’, ‘language’ and how they are related to deeper learning. We
propose that content learning first and foremost needs to be about furthering our
learners’ conceptual understanding. Deeper learning requires the successful inter-
nalisation of conceptual knowledge. We posit that language, or more precisely,
‘languaging’, “the process ofmakingmeaning and shaping knowledge and experi-
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ence through language” (Swain: 2006) is the key to deeper learning because it
mediates conceptual development.

II.3 The role of language in the process of knowledge
construction

In order to be able to inform practitioners how to teach their learners how to
language their understanding, the exact nature of the interplay between language
and thinking needs to be further specified. Following the theories and assump-
tions on conceptual development introduced so far, we would like to propose the
following:
1. Concepts and propositions are cognitive patterns of varying complexity.
2. The shape of those patterns is determined by language which indicates how

individual elements of a pattern are linked.
3. Analogous to the view of the mind as a constantly shifting system, these

patterns aren’t static but meaningful and dynamic: “In nature’s pattern-
forming systems, contents aren’t contained anywhere but are revealed only
by the dynamics. Form and content are thus inextricably connected and can’t
ever be separated” (Kelso 1995: 1).

4. Conceptual growth is the result of the complexification of the patterns under-
lying concepts and propositions.

5. “Learning new concepts or complex skills depends on practice, which creates
specific neural wiring that supports schema or skills formation” (Jackson
2011: 96)

These considerations may help to clarify why functional linguists consider lan-
guage to be the “primary evidence of learning” (Mohan 2010): language has the
potential to make thinking and learning visible by revealing the level of concep-
tual understanding as reflected in the state/shape of the pattern used to express
thinking/understanding (figure 6). Brown demonstrates how such an under-
standing of conceptual development can be used to develop a flexible model of
cognition. His model is built on a continuum of understanding ranging from
intuition to expertise where “learning is conceived as a progress toward higher
levels of sophistication and competence as new knowledge is linked to existing
knowledge and deeper understandings are developed (Brown 2011: 225).”
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Figure 6: Brown, N. (2011): A Model of Cognition. The Missing Cornerstone of Assessment. 2011:
228)

In addition to making thinking and learning visible, a functional understanding
of language offers another significant advantage: treating language as a ‘social
semiotic’ (Coffin & Donohue: 2014). A ‘social semiotic’ can be explained as “a tool
that enables conceptual development” (ibid.: 23), links language with the notion
of social mediation, the process where teachers and learners employ semiotic
tools to mediate meaning (ibid.). Therefore, language has a two-fold function in
learning. First, it serves to make the learners’ understanding and thinking visible.
Second, it represents the tool that allows teachers to mediate their learners’
thinking and understanding by reconfiguring their internal conceptual structures
through pedagogic intervention and scaffolding. Analyzing these two fundamen-
tal functions of language further allows us to examine what lies at the interface
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between thinking and language and the cognitive learning goals which are ever-
present in classrooms. This brings us to linguistic representations of learning
built on cognitive strategies or schemata that are intersubjectively constitutive of
learning itself. These cognitive-linguistic functions have been coined cognitive
discourse functions (CDFs).

We believe that the construct of cognitive discourse functions plays an
essential role in both these processes and it has thus been placed at the heart of
our model. Operating at the interface between thinking and language, CDFs serve
as linguistic representations of cognitive learning goals and have been defined as

patterns which have crystallized in response to recurrent situative demands in a context
where participants have recurrent purposes for communicating (cf. Dalton-Puffer 2007 b:
202). In other words, they are patterns which have arisen from the demand that participants
within the institution school orient towards explicit or implicit learning goals and the fact
that they have the repeated need for communicating about ways of handling and acting
upon curricular content, concepts, and facts (cf. cognitive process dimension of Anderson et
al. 2001). It is their very nature to provide speakers with schemata (discoursal, lexical and
grammatical) for coping with standard situations in dealing with the task of building knowl-
edge andmaking it intersubjectively accessible. (Dalton Puffer 2014: 231)

Dalton-Puffer’s construct of Cognitive Discourse Functions consists of seven ele-
ments which can each be conceived as a category comprising several ‘members’
which differ both in size and scope (figure 7):

Figure 7: A construct of Cognitive Discourse Functions, Types, Intentions & Members (Dalton-
Puffer: 2014)

CDF
Type

Label Communicative Intention Members

1 Classify I tell you how we can cut up the
world according to certain ideas

classify , compare, contrast, match,
structure, categorize, subsume

2 Define I tell you about the extension of
this object of specialist
knowledge.

define, identify, characterize

3 Describe I tell you details of what can be
seen (also metaphorically)

Describe, label, identify, name,
specify

4 Evaluate I tell you what my positions is vis
a vis X.

Evaluate, judge, argue, justify, take a
stance, critique, recommend,
comment, comment, reflect,
appreciate

5 Explain I give you reason for and tell you
cause/of X.

Explain, reason, express cause/
effect, draw conclusions, deduce
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CDF
Type

Label Communicative Intention Members

6 Explore I tell you something that is
potential

Explore, hypothesize, speculate,
predict, guess, estimate, simulate,
take other perspectives

7 Report I tell you about sth. external to
our immediate context on which
I have a legitimate knowledge
claim.

Report, inform, recount, narrate,
present, summarize, relate

While Dalton-Puffer herself concedes that due to the complex internal nature of
the categories, the borders of the presented categories are ‘fuzzy’ and overlap,
nonetheless, we put the construct of CDFs at the heart of our model for a number
of reasons:
– First, CDFs allow for integrated planning of CLIL lessons by addressing

cognitive operations as well as the linguistic functions relevant for processing
content, and thereby conceptual understanding.

Practical Example/Sample Task:
– Define the term “osmosis”.
– Name the causes that led to the financial crisis of 2008 and explain its effects on the
global economy.

– Second, CDFs trigger specific languaging processes and therefore allocate
learners an active role in the process of knowledge construction. At the same
time, teachers are presented with valuable opportunities to formatively as-
sess the level of student understanding by evaluating the conceptual com-
plexity which becomes ‘visible’ and accessible in the learners’ demonstra-
tions of understanding. CDFs can thus be considered as suitable planning
tools for moving away from input to output-oriented curricula.

– Third, CDFs offer a finer level of granularity than the large-scale notions of
register and genre traditionally used by Systemic Functional Linguistics. In
fact, we believe that CDFs can be understood as ‘micro genres’ which can be
combined to “build” the larger genres representative of the various disci-
plines like a lab report, for instance. The process that turns ‘stand-alone’
genres into parts of larger genres has been referred to as ‘embedding’ (Coffin
& Donohue 2014: 53).

Practical Example:
In a chemistry unit, learners might initially focus on describing the setup of an experiment and
hypothesize about the outcome of their experiment which may be conducted in the next lesson.
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In a following, they might focus on reporting and explaining their findings before subse-
quently using their data to formulate a definition and embed those micro-genres into the
larger genre of a lab-report.

– Finally, the biggest advantage of our understanding of CDFs as both internal
buildings blocks of cognitive structures as well as functional buildings blocks
of more complex and larger genres, is that they allows teachers to match the
conceptual complexity of any given content with the individual needs of their
learners. This involves adapting both the underlying cognitive pattern as well
as the linguistic complexity and style of the CDFs used to language that
pattern. In our lego model (figure 8), which we have developed for teacher
training courses and activities to visualize these very abstract concepts, this
idea is analogous to moving from duplo to lego to technic or vice versa:

Practical Example:
a) In the chemistry unit outlined above, the teacher can scale the conceptual complexity of the

new phenomenon (i. e. redox reactions) up or down and thus increase or decrease the level
of difficulty, by

– de- or increasing the complexity of the experiment,
– by providing simple or more sophisticated patterns for the CDFs that make up the lab report
and

– by teaching learners simple or increasingly sophisticated ways of languaging those patterns
– by raising or lowering the stylistical demands of the genre (i. e. in terms of the use of key
terminology, nominalizations, passive voice, ways to link paragraphs etc.)

– by de- or increasing the difficulty of summative assessment tasks that require the transfer of
knowledge

b) A history teacher can deepen a learner’s understanding of the causes of WW II by helping
the learner move from a sequential explanation pattern to a simple causal pattern, or from
a simple causal pattern to a complex causal one, while providing the linguistic scaffolding
(chunks in forms of phrases, frames etc.) to express that understanding appropriately.

To sum up: CDFs play an instrumental role in knowledge construction because
they contribute to the formation and strengthening of the mental patterns under-
lying the epistemological elements involved via the process of languaging. Fig-
ure 9 illustrates how CDFs are integral to the four activity domains (doing,
organizing, explaining, arguing) of our pluriliteracies model because they bridge
internal processes of knowledge construction with external processes of commu-
nicating that knowledge in appropriate ways through corresponding genres.
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Figure 8: Visualizing the role of CDFs in Pluriliteracies Development

Figure 9: Cognitive Discourse Functions, Knowledge and Activity Domains, Activators and
Corresponding Genres (based on Dalton-Puffer 2015 and Polias 2016)

Knowledge &
Activity
Domain

Cognitive Dis-
course Function

Activators
(= Operatoren)

Corresponding
Genres

Doing Report report, inform, recount,
narrate, present,
summarize, relate

-Experiments & Protocols
-Lab Reports
-Investigations
-(Auto-) Biographical, Historical
Recount
Historical Report

Organizing Describe describe, label, identify,
name, specify

-Descriptions
-Comparisons
-Compositions
-Classifications
Historical Account

Classify classify, compare, contrast,
match, structure,
categorize, subsume

Explaining Explain explain, reason, express
cause/effect, draw
conclusions, deduce

-Temporal explanations
-Factorial/consequential expla-
nations
-Theoretical explanationsDefine define, identify,

characterize
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Knowledge &
Activity
Domain

Cognitive Dis-
course Function

Activators
(= Operatoren)

Corresponding
Genres

Arguing Explore explore, hypothesize,
speculate, predict, guess,
estimate, simulate, take
other perspectives

-Arguments (analytical,
persuasive)
-Discussions

Evaluate evaluate, judge, argue,
justify, take a stance,
critique, recommend,
comment, reflect,
appreciate

Returning to the position we took in 2.1., we believe that CDFs are the specific
cognitive-linguistic tools that make thinking visible and thus allow teachers to
mediate their learners’ thinking and understanding by reconfiguring their inter-
nal conceptual structures. This mediation involves pedagogic intervention/scaf-
folding in the form of instructed strategy use which we will describe in more detail
in the following section.

II.4 Learner Strategies

The question which strategies learners use while learning and using second lan-
guageshas attracted a considerable amount of research since the late 1970 s and led
to parallel research efforts in language learner strategy instruction (see Hassan/
Macaro et al. (2005) for a comprehensive review). Astonishingly, even though there
are indications that strategy use affects language learning success and despite
claims that learner strategies are key to learner autonomyandknowledge construc-
tion in content and integrated learning (Wolff: 2004), research on the effect of
learner strategiesonsuccessfulCLIL learningandperformance isverysparse.There
are only a few intervention studies (Azkarai & Agirre 2015, Jaekel: 2015, Lorenzo &
Moore 2010,Meyer 2013;RuizdeZarobe&Zenotz 2015)published todate.

However, here seems to be a growing consensus that what is needed to assess
the effect of instructed strategy use on learner performance is a reconceptualiza-
tion of the construct of learner strategies not as traits but as techniques which can
be taught and learned, and which are accessible to reflection and subsequent
modification so that they can be used deliberately and purposefully and thus
become learner strategies for individual learners (Schmenk 2009: 84/85).

Macaro’s revised theoretical framework (2006) is based on research from the
fields of second language acquisition, cognitive psychology and neuroscience.
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Disposing with many of the terminological and conceptual incongruences of
earlier works in the field, the framework offers a plausible explanation for the
interaction of learner strategies, underlying mental processes and language skills
(Macaro 2006, Cohen & Macaro 2007, Macaro 2010):

Figure 10: A Cognitive Framework for Learner Strategies (Macaro 2006: 326)

According to Macaro, learners employ clusters of strategies to perform specific
tasks. These strategies in turn trigger a variety of processes which become
manifest in language skills. These processes can be automatized if those strate-
gies have been evaluated by the learner and considered to be useful to them: “It
may be that, through repeated practice and confirmation of effectiveness, a
particular action Z becomes automatic in learning situation X.” (329). We propose
that these principles apply to any skill in any subject of schooling.

Another important aspect of the model is that strategies can be transferred to
similar tasks through pattern matching procedures. Moreover, Macaro proposes
that strategies can still become subject to modification after they have been
automatized and that the successful development of skills is the complex relation-
ship between processes, skills and strategies:
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The automatisation of strategies, through the continual deployment of clusters of strategies
during L2 processes, leads to the development of skillful behaviour. In the field of L2
acquisition, as in the field of experimental psychology, skills increase their efficiency the
more their underlying cognitive processes become proceduralised.” (ibid.: 331)

With regards to the development of subject-specific literacies, we propose that it
is primarily through subject-specific strategies that learners develop subject
specific skills and thus literacies. This suggests identifying instructed strategy-use
as a key variable for teaching and lesson/materials design because the cognitive
processes underlying the targeted skills can be proceduralised through a wide
range of carefully balanced subject-specific tasks and practice activities

II.5 Practice: key to the automatization of relevant skills

Anderson’s Adaptive Control of Thought (ACT, Anderson 1983) considers skill
acquisition to be the result of the proceduralization or automatization of rule-
bound declarative knowledge through practice and feedback. Successful strategy
instruction, has to prioritize the automatization of the processes underlying the
target skills which, as has been argued earlier (Macaro 2006, Meyer 2013), are
triggered by the use of learner strategies. In order to help learners automatize
those processes, teachers need to “set up contexts in which these skills can be
displayed, monitored, and appropriate feedback given to the shape of their
acquisition (Anderson et al. 1995: 71). Additionally, they need to “incorporate
activities that promote automaticity into the language learning situation in a
manner that respects transfer-appropriate processing”. (Segalowitz 2003: 402). In
other words, teachers need to provide ample opportunities for learners to practice
the use of specific strategies in order to develop the desired skills.

However, practice is a fairly complex issue and the successful automatiza-
tion of skills is further complicated by the assumption of the existence of a dual-
coding-system that language learners tap into for language production: an
analytic rule-based system and a memory-driven exemplar-based system (Ske-
han 1998, Lyster 2007). Both systems feed on different types of practice: con-
trolled practice activities or exercises on the one hand are cognitively undemand-
ing and context-reduced and engage the learner’s awareness of rule-based
representations. Communicative practice activities on the other hand are rich in
context and engage learners in more open-ended and meaning-focused tasks
(Lyster 2007).

So, to help learners develop a certain skill or skill-set, teachers need to offer
their learners a carefully balanced array of activities and tasks which promote the
automatization of the processes underlying the use a certain strategy:
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1) Learners need to be taught when and how to apply a certain subject specific
strategy in a specific context or to do successfully complete a given task.
Awareness-raising or noticing activities coupled with controlled practice
activities serve to strengthen the rule-based system (Lyster 2007).

2) Communicative practice activities, i. e. tasks that require the application of
the desired strategies in authentic contexts serve to strengthen the memory-
based system and will promote the quick retrieval of the linguistic compo-
nents of a strategy through the process of chunking. DeKeyser 2008:292).

3) Instructed strategy use appears to be especially effective in promoting suc-
cessful learning if it is carried out over lengthy periods of time and it if
includes a focus on metacognition (Hassen et. al. 2005, Macaro 2006). In
other words, learners need opportunities to critically reflect on their indivi-
dual strategy use and receive feedback that supports the automatisation of
the target features.

III Towards a multidimensional construct of
deeper learner progression in pluriliteracies
teaching for learning

The Pluriliteracies model postulates that progression in learning rests on the
successful activation of two key processes: the internalization of conceptual
knowledge and the automatization of relevant skills. Our model not only lists the
key components of successful knowledge construction and knowledge sharing
but also envisions a pedagogic space where meaning-making can occur. The
model goes further by detailing how meaning-making potential can be system-
atically built and increased within that space to help learners advance from
literacies novices to experts. Accordingly, progress in pluriliteracies encompasses
an increase in content knowledge as well as a growing command of subject
specific procedures, skills and strategies to develop a deeper conceptual under-
standing of the specific contents of the subject.

Since learning cannot be separated from language, progress manifests itself
in the learner’s ability to communicate knowledge and demonstrate understand-
ing. This understanding becomes visible in the ability to extract information from
increasingly complex texts in all relevant modes. It shows in the breadth of
obligatory and optional genre moves and in depth of conceptual understanding
expressed in those moves. Progression also becomes visible in the quality of
language used by individuals at a number of levels (discourse, sentence, lexico-
grammatical) in line with genre expectations. Progression further becomes man-
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ifest in a growing command of subject specific modes (charts, maps, tables,
formulas, drawings, etc.) in both analogue and digital as well as hybrid forms.
Additionally, progression in literacies should be accompanied by a growing
(disciplinary) cultural awareness which is a prerequisite to successfully commu-
nicating knowledge across subjects, cultures and languages. Finally, learner
progression must entail the learner’s growing ability to critically reflect and thus
self-direct his/her own learning process.

Summing up, it is becoming increasingly clear that progression in literacies
learning occurs in and across several dimensions and on several levels simulta-
neously (such as conceptual depth and breadth, fluency, accuracy and complex-
ity). Progression entails a vast number of knowledge elements; it is non-linear
and the complex product of many interrelated components or factors. In recent
publications (i. e. Rumlich 2016) existing CLIL research has been criticized for a
number of reasons and there still seems to be uncertainty among both practi-
tioners and researchers on how to fully exploit the potential of CLIL. We believe
that this uncertainty also stems from several inherent critical flaws within the
very construct of CLIL: not only have its key components such as ‘content’,
‘language’ and ‘integration’ not been adequately defined; there is still no convin-
cing argument for teaching and learning subjects in and through an additional
language, especially from a subject point of view. Also, the idea of learner
progression has not been addressed so far.

The Pluriliteracies model was developed to address some of those flaws. We
believe that situating CLIL within a deeper learning paradigm focusing on the
development of pluriliteracies can give CLIL the focus and direction it has been
lacking so far. A concise description of the elements on the conceptualizing and
communicating continuum and the complex interplay of those individual compo-
nents allows for a deeper understanding of the nature and purpose of integrating
language and content. This understanding in turn can help practitioners develop
suitable pedagogic approaches and practices to mentor literacies progress in their
learners.

However, this requires a revised understanding of learning and learning
progression which does justice to the complexity of the interplay of the individual
components. Borrowing from an Emergent Cognition Framework we believe that
learning can best be described as “dynamic, multi-scale process in which interac-
tions-as- parts cause/effect new and qualitatively different wholes that include
but transcend the parts themselves.” (Emergent Cognition Project 2016, n.p.). And
because of its emergent nature, learning does not follow a strictly linear view of
causality but instead involves
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a type of cause and effect that happens synchronously but at different levels. These levels
differentiate between the scale of the parts and the scale of the whole. Although we may
only perceive the resulting changes over time, the causes and their effects aren’t related
through time, they’re related through scale / space / size. What happens at the smaller scale
of the parts (A) simultaneously causes something to come into being on the bigger scale of
the whole (B). (ibid.)

We believe that taking such a dynamic, ecological yet detailed and intricate
stance on learning is an important step to develop effective pedagogic practices
and appropriate complex research designs to validate their theoretical under-
pinnings and to measure their impact.
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